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Natura was established nearly 100 years ago, 

where we began manufacturing traditional tiled 

fireplaces. Since our humble beginnings in 1923, 

we have grown and now have a state of the art 

factory, producing high quality fireplaces and 

stone surfaces to suit almost all projects and 

budgets. 

Using only the finest natural and man made 

materials, carefully selected from around the 

world, we take the utmost pride in bringing you 

an extensive range of fireplace designs to suit your 

needs. 

Manufacturing our own products here in the UK 

allows us to tailor our designs in any size or colour 

from our range. We can even manufacture to your 

own design and specifications. This brochure is just 

a taste of what we can offer. 
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PRODUCTION FACILITY IN 
THE HEART OF YORKSHIRE

OUR OWN

We are proud of our very own high tech workshop that gives us the ability to create, customise and 
design fireplaces to fit your requirements.

 

Our collection of advanced machinery, together with our experienced craftsmen, office staff and our 
recognised high level of service, it’s no wonder that customers choose us to help with their projects. 

Something that sets us apart at Natura is our ability to customise our designs, having them made to 
measure; any size, any colour. 

The versatility of stone paired with our manufacturing abilities results in a world of opportunity.  How 
about quartz cladding for a shower? A natural granite table in your dining room? Or even a stone 

overlay to bring a worktop a new lease of life. We can help with all of this and more.
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Our story began making tiled fireplaces for the local community. 
As time progressed and new materials became available from 
across the globe, we were able to introduce natural marble and 
granite into our range. 

With tiled fires being a trend of days gone by, we have since 
developed a catalogue of over 100 fireplace designs, each hand 
finished in our workshop by our team of skilled craftsmen. 

Each week we take multiple deliveries of materials from Europe 
and the rest of the world so we are always able to offer you the 
very best product.

WE ONLY USE THE BEST
QUALITY MATERIALS

MADE
MEASURE

to

Here at Natura our aim is to offer you a wide variety of design options, giving you the 
freedom and flexibility to make your fireplace individual to you. 

Whether this be by altering the size, changing the profile edges or by adding contrasting 
slips, you can tailor the design to suit your needs. 

The designing doesn’t stop there. Each of our fireplaces can be adapted to fit any fire; 
standard gas or electric, glass fronted fires and even stoves. Any of our designs will provide 
the perfect frame to showcase your fire. 

Whatever your vision, Natura can make it a reality. 
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Standard SizeS:

Width  1168mm (46”)
height  992mm (39”)
rebate  76mm (3”)

COMFORTO
This design is both stylish and detailed to compliment any interior. It has multiple features such as triple recessed edging around 
the body and a stacked shelf which results in a sophisticated centrepiece for any room. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Moonlight Micro Marble

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to

Standard SizeS:

Width  1220mm (48”)
height  1011mm (39.8”)
rebate  70mm (2.8”)

MERANO
The Merano’s gentle curve combined with clean lines make this a fireplace with universal appeal. With the addition of 
contrasting slips, this fireplace will certainly make a statement whilst standing the test of time. 

The surrounds are made to measure to suit your personal needs, and are available with or without lights. 

Shown in Semi Rijo limestone with Honed Black Granite Slips

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to
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ELDON
The detailed design of the Eldon will make it a 
fabulous centrepiece for any room. Its stacked 
mantle, structured legs and contrasting slips create a 
sophisticated fireplace for your home. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide 
variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit 
any personal needs for your perfect fire. You also 
have the option to install lights to your surround for an 
added ambience

Shown in Crema Bello Limestone with Atlantic Slate 
Slips

MADE
MEASURE

to

AvAilAble in All limestones

Standard SizeS:

Width  1473mm (58”)
height  1336mm (52.6”)
rebate  25mm (1”)
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SHORESTON
One of our newest surrounds, the Shoreston oozes charm! The profile detailing under the shelf and around the inside edges 
soften this bold design, resulting in a fireplace you won’t get tired of any time soon. A modern twist on a classic design a 
versatile choice for both classic and contemporary spaces. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Crema Bello Limestone with Nordic Slate Slips

Standard SizeS:

Width  1371mm (54”)
height  1245mm (49”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in All limestone colours

MADE
MEASURE

to

JERSEY
The Jersey is a bold statement piece with intricate detailing, such as a multi-layered mantle design as well as profiling on the 
legs. It will beautifully frame any fire you choose to pair it with. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience.

Shown in Mocca Creme Limestone

Standard SizeS:

Width  1524mm (60”)
height  1124mm (44.3”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to
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JORJA
The Jorja is a fantastic addition to any contemporary space, with its sleek, clean lines and simplistic design. Similarities 
can be found between the Jorja and the Alex, however this design includes a stacked shelf, a subtle yet chic addition to its 
surroundings. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Giogio Micro Marble

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1073mm (42.2”)
rebate  50mm (2”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to

SELENA
Take a seat and relax in front of the ever popular Selena fireplace. Its crisp, clean lines will provide the perfect frame for any fire 
type. Customising the Selena with elements such as the addition of contrasting slips will really make the Selena your own. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Polare Micro Marble with Giogio Micro Marble slips

Standard SizeS:

Width  1321mm (52”)
height  1105mm (43.5”)
rebate  190mm (7.5”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to
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JESSICA
With clean lines and contrasting slips, the Jessica 
is a perfect example of a modern twist on a classic 
design. This allows it to sit well in both traditional 
and contemporary settings. The design features are 
subtle, with understated profiling on some edges to 
compliment the clean lines throughout. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide 
variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit 
any personal needs for your perfect fire. You also 
have the option to install lights to your surround for an 
added ambience.

Shown in Moonlight Micro Marble with Polished Black 
Granite slips

MADE
MEASURE

to

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1036mm (40.8”)
rebate  25mm (1”)
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ABBEY
The Abbey would make a beautiful and delicate centrepiece for your interior. It has small details such as a stacked shelf and 
arched body which soften the lines of the design, creating a modern classic. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Nacarado Micro Marble

Standard SizeS:

Width  1220mm (48”)
height  1075mm (42.3”)
rebate  50mm (2”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to

MADISON
The Madison is a stunning fire surround that will be a grand addition to any interior. It has many design features 
such as a stacked shelf with a profiled edge, a shaped mantle and profiled feet to result in this classic design. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal 
needs for your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Semi Rijo Limestone

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1140mm (44.9”)
rebate  50mm (2”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to
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PRIORY
This subtle yet striking fireplace will provide a stunning 
focal point in your home, thanks to its clean lines and 
profiled edging. The Priory’s design can be enjoyed for 
years to come. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide 
variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit 
any personal needs for your perfect fire. You also 
have the option to install lights to your surround for an 
added ambience.

Shown in Alaska Micro Marble

MADE
MEASURE

to

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

Standard SizeS:

Width  1397mm (55”)
height  1175mm (46.3”)
rebate  25mm (1”)
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WOBURN
Straight forward styling on the Woburn makes this surround very versatile, creating a fabulous focal point in any room. Adding 
a contrasting back panel and heart really brings this simple design to life, extenuating the clean lines of this bold surround. 

The surrounds are made to measure to suit your personal needs, and are available with or without lights. 

Shown in New Stone Limestone with Honed Black Granite Back Panel and Hearth

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1174mm (46.2”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1125mm (44.3”)
rebate  44mm (1.7”)

WINCHESTER
This traditional arch design gives the Winchester immense charm, resulting in a fireplace you will be happy to come home to for 
many years. Its stacked shelf and profile mouldings give this classic design a contemporary twist. 

The surrounds are made to measure to suit your personal needs, and are available with or without lights. 

Shown in Moonlight Micro Marble

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to
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DERBY
The Derby has many details which result in this grand yet understated fireplace. These details include intricate profiling on the 
shelf and around the body, making it a fabulous centrepiece in a space. As a result of the details, this style is available in 3 
colours: New Stone, Semi Rijo and Highland Grey limestone.

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience.

Shown in New Stone Limestone

Standard SizeS:

Width  1524mm (60”)
height  1200mm (47.2”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in HigHlAnd grey, new 
stone & semi rijo limestone only

MADE
MEASURE

to

MARCO
Subtle profiling around the back hearth provides the perfect frame to showcase any fire set within the Marco. Customising the 
fireplace design makes it unique to you, to suit your personal style. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Highland Grey Limestone with Luna Leathered Granite Slips, chamber, and front and back hearth

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1176mm (46.3”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in All limestone colours

MADE
MEASURE

to
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WESTOE
The Westoe will be a stunning addition to any 
centrepiece for any room. Its simplistic design is 
contrasted with a stacked mantle and recessed slips 
which will add character to your home. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide 
variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit 
any personal needs for your perfect fire. You also 
have the option to install lights to your surround for an 
added ambience

Shown in Crema Bello Limestone with Black Granite 
Slips

MADE
MEASURE

to

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1280mm (50.4”)
rebate  25mm (1”)
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HOWDEN
The Howden’s classic design makes it the perfect addition to any traditional interior. Design features include a stacked shelf and 
arched body with a complimenting recess. It also has a boxed and lipped mantle to mimic the shelf. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Cimabue Micro Marble

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1045mm (41.1”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to

Standard SizeS:

Width  1118mm (44”)
height  1085mm (42.7”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

ALEX
Alex makes a fantastic addition to any room, thanks to its contemporary and stylish design. This modern architecture uses sleek, 
clean lines to achieve a simplistic yet fabulous centrepiece for your home. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Polare Micro Marble hearth, back panel and mantel

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to
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CAMBRIDGE
Modern and classic design collide to result in the Cambridge. Its crisp edges and boxed body, stacked shelf and lipped mantle 
are small details which add something special to modern surrounds such as this and our Alex fireplace. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience.

Shown in Polare White Micro Marble with Tundra Quartz Slips (Grigio Shimmer is available on special request)

Standard SizeS:

Width  1372mm (54”)
height  1152mm (45.4”)
rebate  50mm (2”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to

MONARCH
The Monarch’s double arch gives a fresh look to this classic design. With its fine detailing and delicate curved features, this 
fireplace will suit most traditional and contemporary spaces, creating a focal point for you to enjoy day after day. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience.

Shown in Semi Rijo Limestone

Standard SizeS:

Width  1321mm (52”)
height  1092mm (43”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to
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WIRDUM
Classically styled with a multi layer shelf and statement 
pillars, the Wirdum provides a showcase for any 
room. Its clean lines and layered accents make it 
perfect for traditional and modern settings. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide 
variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit 
any personal needs for your perfect fire. You also 
have the option to install lights to your surround for an 
added ambience

Shown in Cimabue Micro Marble

MADE
MEASURE

to

AvAilAble in All colours

Standard SizeS:

Width  1440mm (56.7”)
height  1100mm (43.3”)
rebate  25mm (1”)
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CLAYWORTH
This fireplace has many details which make it a wonderful addition to a room. These include a stacked shelf and a recessed fire 
to bring dimension and character into a space. The Clayworth is bound to provide beauty to any setting. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted in a wide variety of colours, and are made to measure to suit any personal needs for 
your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added ambience

Shown in Semi Rijo Limestone with Grigio Shimmer Slips (Grigio Shimmer is available at special request)

Standard SizeS:

Width  1385mm (54.5”)
height  1101mm (43.3”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in All FireplAce colours

MADE
MEASURE

to

GRACE
The Grace provides a bold centrepiece for any room. It will complement any traditional interior beautifully. Details of this 
surround include a stacked shelf, as well as sculptured pillars which offer a twist on other fireplace designs. 

All of our fire surrounds are hand crafted and the Grace is available in a wide variety of limestones. They are also made to 
measure to suit any personal needs for your perfect fire. You also have the option to install lights to your surround for an added 
ambience

Shown in Semi Rijo Limestone with honed black granite slips

Standard SizeS:

Width  1464mm (58”)
height  1035mm (40.7”)
rebate  25mm (1”)

AvAilAble in HigHlAnd grey, new 
stone & semi rijo limestone only

MADE
MEASURE

to
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BOXED PLINTHS & BENCHES
If traditional fireplaces aren’t your style and are you are looking to create a more 
modern feature in your home, then we can create bench tops for a media station or a 
complete boxed plinth for a bolder statement; all of which can be fabricated from any 
material within our stocked range of colours found overleaf. 

Speak to your local retailer today to design something special for your living space
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FIREPLACE COLOURS
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